Abstract-The paper deals with the application of forced dynamic control strategy in the two-mass resonant system. First the basic of the forced dynamic control theory in the case of the drive system with elastic coupling is presented. The analytical equations which allow for calculating the control structure parameters are given. The included simulation results confirm the effectives of the proposed control In order to applied the proposed control structure the information about non-measurable states is necessary. So general description of the extended Kalman filter is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
In various industrial application such as a rolling mill drive, a deep space antenna drive, robot arm drive, belt conveyer drive, paper machine section drive and textile machine drive the driving motor is connected to the load machine by elastic coupling [1] - [5] . The finite stiffness of the shaft causes the torsional vibrations which affect the drive system performance significantly. The torsional vibrations decrease the product quality, system reliability, in some case the control system can even lose stability.
A lot of control methods have been developed in order to suppress the torsional vibration. The one basic concept is based on the modification of the speed controller parameters setting as presented in [6] . This method can improve the damping ability of the drive slightly, but decreases the system dynamic. The next framework relies on the application of the digital filters [3] . It is commonly applied on the case when the resonant frequency of the system excided hundreds of hertz. However it also reduces the drive system performance. The more advanced approaches are based on the application of the additional feedback from selected state variable. In the paper [4] the method based on the resonance ratio control is proposed. It depends on the estimation of the shaft torque and feeds it back to control structure in order to obtain the assumed ratio of the resonance. This method ensures the effective damping of the torsional vibrations. However this method does not provide strictly analytical rules for the design of speed controller. In [7] the nine different control structures with one additional feedback are presented and compared. The design method of the control structure relies on the pole-placement method. The most advanced control structures which allowed freely setting of the system dynamic are based on the application of the additional feedbacks from all state variables. It can be classical control structure with two additional feedbacks [7] or state control structure [8] .
In the design process in almost all control structures designated for two-mass system, the main attention is paid to the ability of the vibration suppression and response to the reference speed changes. The response to the disturbance torque change results from characteristic polynomial of the system and usually is not optimal. In literature some concepts have been proposed which can improved the performance of the system. Ussually the additional feedback from estimated load torque is feed back to the control structures [10] - [11] . However, this approach is not optimal due to the order of the system nominator. As was shown in [12] the system response can be getting better by application of the additional feedback from the acceleration of the load speed. Yet the performance are not optimal.
In the paper the novel method based on the forced dynamic control law is proposed [13] . The response to the reference signal changes and complete rejection of the disturbances is takes into consideration into the design process. In the paper the effectiveness of this method in different cases is considered. To order to obtain the information about non-measurable variables necessary for the control structure the Kalman filter is applied. The proposed control structure has been investigated under simulation and experimental tests.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE DRIVE SYSTEM AND FORCED DYNAMIC CONTROL LAW DERIVIATION
In this paper the commonly-used model of the drive system with the resilient coupling is considered. The system is described by the following equations (in per unit system). (3) until m e appears. Thus, differentiating (2):
Substituting for s m • using (3) then yields:
The load torque derivatives will have to remain but will be estimated by the observer designed in the following section. Since m e is not present in (5), the process is repeated. Thus:
Substituting for 1 ω and 2 ω using (1) and (2) then yields
Now m e appears and therefore (7) will be useful for forming the FDC law and will be called the output derivative equation.
The order of the desired closed loop system has to be equal to the order of the derivative on (7). So the desired closed-loop transfer function is: 
where: ω d -reference (demanded) speed ω r -resonant frequency of the desired system ξ r -damping coefficient of the system The FDC law is then obtained by comparing the equation (7) with (8) and making m e the subject of the resulting equation. Thus:
The (9) can be rewritten to the following form:
The control structure is designed based on the (10).
In Fig. 1 the block diagram of the control structure with two-mass system is presented. The coefficient of the control structure are as follows:
(12)
( )
The g 1 and g 2 are the transformation coefficient
(17)
The designed control structure with additional feedbacks requires the signal from the hard measurable state variables: shaft torque, load speed, load torque and it's the first and the second derivatives. The direct measurement of this variables is in practice impossible. Therefore the application of state estimators like the state observers or Kalman Filters is advisable.
III. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE KALMAN FILTER
According to the Kalman Filter theory the system is disturbed by Gaussian white noise, which represent process and measurement errors ( ) ( ) ( )
. The system is described by Eq. (9) 
(19) where the gain matrix is obtained by the following numerical procedure:
(20) with state and measurement covariance matrices Q and R . In the case of the drive system with elastic joint, the state vector of the drive system is extended by the load torque value and it's the first and the second derivatives.
The motor electromagnetic torque and speed were used as input and output variables, respectively.
Thus the state, control and output matrices of this Linear Extended Kalman Filter (LEKF) were following: 
T T T T T
The quality of the estimation states depends on the suitable choice of the covariance matrices Q and R. However, according to the technical literature, the analytical guidelines which ensure proper setting of matrices do not exist. Usually the trial and error procedure is used. However, this process is time consuming and not ensure the optimal performances of Kalman Filter. In this paper covariance matrix elements were set with the help of genetic algorithms [14] .
IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the first step of the research the control structure with direct feedback from the all states was considered (the delay caused by the estimator was omitted). Also at this point the electromagnetical torque limit was neglected. The selected speed transients of the system for the ξ r =0.7 and ω r =30 (a) and ω r =45 (b) are presented in Fig. 2 The load speed transients had the desired shape. The rising time and overshoot depended on the assumed value of the resonant frequency and damping coefficient. At time t=0.4 the load torque was applied.
The control structure forced a very big value of the electromagnetical torque (about 200 times higher than nominal torque of the system) and rejected this disturbance from the load speed completely. This confirmed the efficiency of the control law based on the FDC. However, such a huge value of torque is not possible in the real system. Therefore, in the next step the control structure with the limitation of the electromagnetical torque set to 3 time bigger than nominal torque was investigated. The transients of the system taken for the same parameters as in the previous case are shown in Fig. 3 . Due to the limitation of the electromagnetical torque the complete rejection of the load disturbances is not possible. In Fig. 3 the speed drop caused by load torque is visible.
Then the control system was tested with respect to the sinusoidal load disturbances. The transients of the system are demonstrated in Fig. 4 . As follows from the transients presented in Fig. 4 , the sinusoidal disturbances can be eliminated from the load speed. The presented simulation results will be extended in the final version of the paper. The theoretical considerations were confirmed experimentally. The laboratory set-up was composed of a DC motor driven by a four-quadrant chopper. The motor was coupled to a load machine by an elastic shaft (a steel shaft of 5mm diameter and 600mm length). The load machine was also a DC motor. The motors had the nominal power of 500W each. The speed and position of both motors were measured by incremental encoders (5000 pulses per rotation). The mechanical system had a natural frequency approximately 9.5Hz. The control and estimation algorithms were implemented by a digital signal processor using the dSPACE software. The schematic diagram of the labolatory set-up is presented in Fig.5 . In the experiment the control structure presented in section II working with the Kalman filter are tested. The electromagnetical torque controller has the direct feedback from the armature current. Because the delay time causes by optimized torque loop is much smaller compare to the mechanical time constant, so it was neglected like in the simulation study. The outer speed loop has direct feedback only from the motor speed. The remaining feedbacks (shaft torqe, load speed, load torque and it's the first and the second derivative) of the FDC structure are provided by the Kalman filter.
A number of experiments have been carried out to check the performance of the proposed control structure. First the control structure working without load torque is investigated. In Fig.15 The drive system is tested under reverse condition. The small oscillations visible in the electromagnetical torque transient result from the dynamic inaccuracy in the estimated variables (provided by the Kalman filter). Despite this the system works in a stable way. The load speeds have the desired shapes.
Next the drive system with rapid changeable load torque is tested. In Fig. 6 the transients of the system are presented. The drive starts work with passive load torque. At the time t 1 =0.8s the load torque is switched off. Then, at the time 1.3, 2.3, and 3.3s the load torque is switched on, and after 0.5s of disruption the load torque in switched off. The system works in the stable way. Because is very hard to estimate the load torque and its derivatives in the case of the step disruption, the electromagnetical torque is forced not so dynamic as in the simulation study.
Then the system with slowly-varied load torque is system. To shown the advantage of the FDC low in the first step the control structure working without the load torque and its derivatives is tested. The system transients are shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 . Transients of the motor and load speeds (a) real and estimated load speed (b), electromagnetical and estimated shaft torque (c), load torque (d), the first (e) and the second derivatives of the load torque for the system with additional feedbacks from the load torque and its derivatives
The motor and the load speeds are shown in Fig. 7a . They varied according to the shape of the load torque. The estimation accuracy of the load speed is proper (Fig. 7b) . The real electromagnetiacal and the estimated shaft torques are presented in Fig. 7c . The transients of the estimated load torque and its derivatives are demonstrated in Fig. 7d ,e,f (they are not used in the closed-loop control structure in this case). Then the control structure with additional feedback from the load speed is tested. The feedbacks from its derivatives are not inserted to the FDC structure. The insertion of the load torque slightly improves the performances of the control system. However, the performance is still not satisfactionary. Next the control structure working with all feedbacks is tested. The system transients are presented in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 9a the motor and load speeds are shown. Only very small fast damped oscillations are visible in the load speed. The estimate of the load speed possesses high-frequency noises with small amplitude. The applied load torque varied between 0.4-1.6 its nominal value (Fig. 9c,d ). The estimate of the load torque and its derivative are presented in Fig.  9d ,e,f. The shape of the disturbance torque is similar to the electromagentical torque transient which confirms the proper work of the applied estimator. Also the shape of the derivatives is correct, yet they possess high-frequency noises. This investigation has demonstrated that FDC is a control technique well suited to drives containing a torsional vibrations where it is necessary for the speed of the load mass to precisely follow a prescribed dynamic response to the reference speed. Also it was shown that the sinusoidal shaped load disturbances could be rejected from the load speed. The effectiveness of the proposed control structure strictly depends of the applied estimator. The used Kalman filter seems to be well suited for this case. Simulation results were confirmed experimentally in the laboratory set up.
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